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A SILLY LITTLE ARTICLE BY A 
SILLY LITTLE MAN

-William Kelsey, Sparknotist
and Phoebe Martin, Strega Nona Connosiuer

A RESPONSE
Some fool with an english degree and a everlasting hate of all that is holy has decided that they hate Strega 
Nona (see above article for context). They are wrong, and several students have taken umbrage with this state-
ment. We at The Bullsheet serve to act as the voice of the people, a voice that has too long been oppressed 
by spaghetti hating intellectuals. Here are 5 reasons (based off an essay by the wonderful Phoebe Martin, 
sparknoted and elaborated upon by me, William Kelsey) why we should Eat the Rich(‘s Spaghetti):

1. This idiot dislikes “unsauced” spaghetti. TF does this even mean. If I want to eat wet tubular bread I can, 
and no one can stop me

2. Big Anthony isn’t “big enough”. Yea so hate to break it to you, Sho Spaeth, but Big Tony wasn’t named for 
how tall he was. Let’s just say there was a reason why Strega Nona kept him around to clean her pot.

3. There is no clear moral. Bro shut tf up. Do children’s stories have to have a moral. I mean if anything Strega 
Nona taught me more about morals than anything else. If i ever run into a crazy old witch who has a magically 
pasta pot I know that it is immoral not to thank the pot for making me spaghetti.

4. Anthony’s Punishment is needlessly cruel. Lmao, Anthony is a dirty little boy and he likes eating spaghetti 
off of the ground

5. Pretentious F*wit be breaking out the Aarne-Thompson-Uther folklore index on us. Like I love myself some 
folklore and all that, but seriously. We don’t care that it’s a variation of ATU 565 (the Magic Mill). You’re 
complaining that it doesn’t have a strong moral, like 90% of all folktales don’t have morals. Like tell me what 
the moral of Werewolf Rock is? You shouldn’t turn into a wolf and eat sheep? gee thanks, I’ll keep that in 
mind the next time I find a wolf-belt. 
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On Gaslighting

It is the 93th 
issue of the 
school year!

-William Kelsey, Looking for exorcists 
near me

 If someone asked me to describe what the Bullsheet office looked like rn I would have to de-
scribe it as Trash Academia. You know how all those like dark Academia pinterest pags are like post-
ing deconstructed books turned into wall murals and shit? Well we got that and so much more. (unless 
otherwise noted all items are post it notes and newspaper clippings).
Here are some of my favorites
- A half eaten Bannana stapled to the wall: yummy a snack for later
- The committe on Admissions has completed its regular decision meeting and decided that unfortuan-
tely you cannot be offered a spot in the class of 2023
-No Gods No Masters
-Please help me
-Pain
-Silence Pain
-No Gods No Masters
-So Long Spaghetti, There’s a New Noodle in Town

-Book II: Between Two Worlds
-A lil Sumthin for everyone
-Sleep soundly
-Strength
- NO GODS NO MASTERS
-I <3 NY
-Fuck Soup
-A lil Ruff (picture of a Dunkin iced coffee)
-We’re Watching you, We’re Listening in, We smell your fear
-no gods no masters
-Yum

THE BULLSHEET OFFICE

-It’s not me, It’s you

In case you can’t tell by reading literally anything I’ve ever written, I spend way too much time on the ATU web-
pages just reading folktales. But did you know that ATU type 1383 is just about men gaslighting their wives? 
Some highlights:
 Man hates wife
 Wife goes to sleep 
 Man strips wife and rolls her around in the mud
 Wife doesn’t remember being naked and muddy
 Man convinces wife that she isn’t his wife and is instead a whole different person
  (Male manipulators beware, this is a whole new class of gaslighting)
 Wife leaves and never comes back

So yeah men suck, and apparently have for quite some time


